
The Detailed Business Plan

“No business 
plans to fail – it 
simply fails to 
plan”

In the following section, we are going to take you through the process of 
preparing a plan for your business.  While the main reason most people 
prepare a business plan is to raise finance, your business plan should not 
just be a tool for raising capital but a blueprint for your business’ future.  It 
should also be a way of checking the viability of your business venture.

The steps presented here are intended to form the groundwork for the 
planning process.  If you are going to use this plan to raise finance, it is a 
good idea to get professional help from us, particularly with things like 
profit and loss statements and projected balance sheets.  You will find 
however, that going through these worksheets first will save you both time 
and money in preparing your final submission.  It will also help you in 
assessing the feasibility of your project.

The purpose of 
planning

Imagine if you engaged a builder to build a house for you and he turned 
up at your block of land and started unloading bricks and building material 
and then turned around to you and said, “OK.  Where do you want the 
house?”

You wouldn’t be very impressed, would you?  Naturally, before he started 
building, you would want to see a plan.  Just like building a house, your 
business needs a detailed plan.

The following section outlines the main components of a business plan.

Preparing a 
business plan to 
raise capital

If your new business venture is going to require finance, for instance a 
bank loan or overdraft facility, you must prepare a detailed business plan.  
Generally, banks and financial institutions will not even consider lending 
money without one.  The more detail and accuracy you can project in 
your plan, the more chance it will have of being successful.

Raising finance for your business should not be a harrowing experience.  
If you thoroughly prepare and do your homework properly, you should be 
able to approach your financier with a sound business proposition that will 
be considered worthwhile for both parties.  Remember, financial 
institutions make healthy profits from lending money on sound business 
propositions.

In the case of a business loan, financiers will be looking at your ability to 
service the loan and your net asset backing.  These days they will also 
want to see some form of repayment plan for the loan as well.  Your 
security takes the form of bricks and mortar (or other easily realisable 
assets) and they will usually require a mortgage or some form of charge 
over your assets to cover them in the event of your failure to meet your 
commitments.

Remember that small business failure rates are extremely high, and 
banks and other financial institutions are usually very cautious in their 
approach to lending in this area. Banks do not like the idea of selling you 
up, so even if you have the asset backing, if the business plan and the 
people behind it don’t look sound, there is no guarantee your application 
will be successful.  They will usually reject you in your own best interests.

See the next section for detail on what your business plan should include.



Existing 
business

If you are seeking to raise finance to purchase or extend an established 
business, you will need to include the following:

§ Copies of the business’ financial statements

§ Copies of latest and previous tax returns and/or company returns

§ A debtors and creditors analysis

§ A copy of the business name registration or in the case of a company, 
the certificate of incorporation  

§ A complete listing of any stock you are taking over

§ A detailed report on any plant and equipment you will be acquiring

§ Any feasibility studies, market surveys or consultants’ reports

In the case of buying a franchise business, you will probably need to 
supply a copy of the franchise agreement or disclosure document.

Summary After drafting your plan, review it in terms of completeness, objectivity, 
logic, presentation and ability to communicate your proposal.

It is recommended that you seek professional advice from us in the 
completion of your business plan.
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Writing your business plan

Introduction If you are starting a new business from scratch, your business plan will 
need to consist of at least these components...

Contents page Details of what is contained in your plan

Executive 
summary

This should be the first document in your business plan but it is the last 
one you prepare.  It should not be much longer than a page.  It should 
simply summarise what your plan entails.  

It is intended to give a person reading your plan a broad overview of what 
you are setting out to achieve.

Business 
objectives

A detailed description of the business strategy and objectives, i.e. what 
you are going to do and your mission statement – in other words – what is 
the business of your business?

Product or 
service profile

A detailed description of the product or service you will be offering.  If any 
machinery or equipment is involved, supply details.

Marketing plan Marketing strategies, projections and sales forecast, including market 
analysis, supplying as much information as possible about the state of the 
marketplace you will be entering, details of competition, historical 
information on growth of the overall market, what area of the market you 
are aiming for, and any advantages or disadvantages you are likely to 
have over your competitors.

Financial plan A detailed financial plan for the business, both short term (one year) and a 
longer term projection (e.g. three years).  Projecting beyond this is 
probably pointless, especially in a new business.

Make sure that your forward projections are conservative.  Don’t just 
predict a 50% increase each year unless you can solidly substantiate it.  
You are far more likely to be taken seriously if you project a modest annual 
increase.  List details of the capital required to both start up and run the 
business and a projected cash flow.  

Your plan should also detail the intended use of the capital you want to 
borrow.  For instance, will it be used for working capital or for the purpose 
of acquiring plant and machinery? Give details.  Indicate what 
assumptions have been made in arriving at any budget figures, e.g. 
assumes interest rates of 10% and an inflation rate of 4 percent.  

It is also desirable to have a projected profit and loss statement and 
balance sheet, especially if you are going to seek a substantial amount of 
money.  These are fairly complex documents, and you will probably need 
to seek our advice in preparing them.

Repayment of 
loan

Financiers are no longer simply concerned with whether you can service 
the loan.  They want to see evidence that you are going to eventually 
repay the loan.  Your business plan should include details of how and 
when you will repay your loan.  

Your repayment strategy should tie in with your cash flow projections.  It 
could, for instance, detail regular monthly repayments of capital reducing 
the loan over a period of time, or it may be reduced by lump sum 



payments as the business grows and becomes more profitable. 

It is unlikely that lenders will be very interested in proposals that simply 
want to borrow money with no indication or plan to ever repay it.

Security of loans 
and guarantees

Outline details of any assets which are going to be used as security.  If you 
are going to use your home as security, supply details of any mortgages 
outstanding or any other encumbrances on any assets used as security.  

Remember that these days lenders are not just looking for adequate 
security.  The project must first demonstrate that it is viable and that the 
interest and capital repayments can be discharged during the normal 
course of the business.  Once this has been established, then the financier 
will turn to security.  Financiers will not generally lend without adequate 
security and this is always assessed in a very conservative manner.  

Banks will normally nominate their own valuer to value your assets.  Bear 
in mind they are usually conservative in their valuations and will often 
value your property at 20% or more below what you consider to be the 
‘real’ market value.

Personal 
financial status

A personal financial statement of all the principals involved in the business, 
listing assets and liabilities and ongoing income streams.

An organisational 
plan

Outline of the management structure, responsibility and accountability of 
office holders.  (The people behind the business, what they do and to 
whom they will be accountable.)  Details of the type of structure the 
business will operate under, e.g. company or partnership.  

List the names of directors and company secretary and location of the 
registered office, if a company. Also (if possible) supply details of any staff 
you may be hiring and their particular expertise.

Appendices Any information or further details needed to back up or enlarge on any of 
the above, such as brochures, market research, press clippings, 
competitors’ advertisements, statistics, evidence of any trade or 
professional qualifications, etc.


